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The DP teachers and staff enjoyed a wonderful luncheon
together, and spent some bonding time. The teachers were
filled with cheerful spirits as they chatted and ate, and was an
stress-reliever for the end of the term. The classroom was
decorated in commemorative posters and paper crafts which
added to the light-hearted atmosphere.

Bonding Bites - Teachers Lunch

Teachers Take A Commemorative Photo For
The Luncheon
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Our DP students, teachers and staffs celebrated the conclusion of
Semester 1 with a collaborative class party on December 15, 2023. The
event featured contributions of food and drinks from both Year 1 and Year
2 students. This joyous event showcased their resilience and unity in
overcoming the academic challenges so far. As the students shared
laughter, stories, and their culinary endeavours, it became evident that
they discovered joy in the journey. Congratulations to our DP students and
a warm welcome to the upcoming new year!

DP Class Party

Students Catching Up With Each Other



In the spirit of a core component of IB, namely Theory of
Knowledge (TOK), the DP 1 students engaged in a mock TOK
Exhibition! With their unique perspectives on given TOK
prompts, students displayed an object and elaborated how
they believe the two are correlated. Through the array of
thought provoking and engaging exhibits, the mock exhibition
delves into the complexity of knowledge, allowing the students
to be better prepared for the actual event.
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Students Take Turns To Present Their Mock
TOK Exhibition Presentations

A Journey Through Knowledge -
Mock TOK Exhibition



On December 15th, Pareesa, a graduating student from AusIS,
shared her insightful experiences from the IB program, offering
valuable advice to soon-to-graduate students. Her
presentation covered crucial aspects such as university
applications, exam preparation tips, and a personal perspective
on university life. The visit was particularly beneficial for the
2024 batch, providing timely and resourceful information as
they navigate the process of applying to universities and
preparing for exams. Pareesa's contribution proved to be an
inspiring and valuable addition to the students' preparation for
the next phase of their academic journey.
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AusIS Alumnus Pareesa Advices Students
About Future Prospects 

Alumni Visit


